
No Ques�on Choice 1 Choice 2 Choice 3 Choice 4

1

Write Synonyms for
the following word:
LUDICROUS

Clear Absurd Simple Dismal

2

Write Synonyms for
the following word:
PAROCHIAL

Partial Trouble some Narrow
minded

Gloomy

3

Write Synonyms for
the following word:
ASSENT

Expression Agreement Climb Compromise

4

Write Synonyms for
the following word:
MASTERPIECE

Modal Wonder Miracle Head

5

Write Antonyms for
the following word:
SALVAGE

Remove Outfit Salary Lose

6

Write Antonyms for
the following word:
DISSUADE

Advise Instigate Encourage Persuade

7

Write Antonyms for
the following word:
EXONERATE

Imprison Pacify Accuse Compel

8

Write Antonyms for
the following word:
TURBULENT

Steady Violent Troublesome Critical
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9

Write Antonyms for
the following word:
RADICAL

Good Superficial Clear Thorough

10

Find out the correct
meaning for the
expression given in
the Question: To
take the bull by its
horns

To bypass the
logal process

To meet the
difficulty,
courageously

To handle it
by fierce
attack

To fight the
battle

11

Find out the correct
meaning for the
expression given in
the Question: To
wash one's dirty
linen in public

To do some
ugly work in
public

To quarrel in
the open

To criticize
one's nature
in public

To discuss
scandalous
matters of
personal
nature in the
presence of
strangers

12

Find out the correct
meaning for the
expression given in
the Question: To
keep the ball rolling

To make the
best use of

To earn more
and more

To work
continuously

To keep the
conversation
going

13

Find out the correct
meaning for the
expression given in
the Question: To
take umbrage

To be
satisfied

To be pleased To be
offended

To feel
depressed

14

Find out the correct
meaning for the
expression given in
the Question: To
take somebody for a
ride

To exploit a
person

To deceive or
humiliate him

To provide
entertainment

To keep
company

15

In the following
questions, find out
which part of the
sentence has an
error

I will let you
know

as soon as I will get any news in
this regard

16

In the following
questions, find out
which part of the
sentence has an
error

I lived here for five years, so I know
about the

problems of
the colony

17 In the following
questions, find out

The teacher
was agree

when he found
that

you are not there
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which part of the
sentence has an
error

18

In the following
questions, find out
which part of the
sentence has an
error

I can't
understand
why

he did not told
me

the reason for his
absence

19

In the following
questions, find out
which part of the
sentence has an
error

I finished my
work

before we
reached his
place

with great
difficulty

because of
heavy traffic

20

Choose the correct
meaning for the
phrase given in the
question: To read in
between the lines

To suspect To grasp the
hidden
meaning

To read
carefully

To concentrate

21

Choose the correct
meaning for the
phrase given in the
question: To pull
one's socks up

To get ready To depart To prepare To try hard

22

Choose the correct
meaning for the
phrase given in the
question: To push
somebody to wall

To hackle him To defeat him To knock him
down

To humilate
him

23

Choose the correct
meaning for the
phrase given in the
question: To pour oil
in troubled water

To clam a
quarrel with
sooming
words

To forment
trouble

To add to the
trouble

To investigate

24

Choose the correct
meaning for the
phrase given in the
question: To take the
wind out of another's
sails

To cause
harm to
another

To maneuvered
to mislead
another on the
high seas

To anticipate
another and
to gain
advantage
over him

To defeat the
motives of
another

25

Find out the suitable
word from the given
words to fill in the
blanks to make the
sentence
meaningfully
complete: The
process should be
completed as far as
possible within a
week ..........which
the matter should be
brought to the notice
of the officer
concerned

referring following failing realising

26

Find out the suitable
word from the given
words to fill in the
blanks to make the
sentence
meaningfully
complete: The
English professor
..................... A great
respect from his
students by virtue of
his mastery over his
subject

acquired observed expected commanded

27 Find out the suitable
word from the given
words to fill in the
blanks to make the
sentence
meaningfully
complete: Motivation

pay score evaluate function



levels have to be
high to ........... Well in
the highly
competitive
examinations

28

Find out the suitable
word from the given
words to fill in the
blanks to make the
sentence
meaningfully
complete:
Automobile
manufacturers are
reviving up to launch
a campain designed
to increase
consumer ...............
About the new
emission control

education capacity awareness production

29

Find out the suitable
word from the given
words to fill in the
blanks to make the
sentence
meaningfully
complete: The
speaker did not
properly use the
time as he went on 
........... On one point
along

deliberating dilating distributing devoting
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30

Find out the errors of
preposition, in the
following sentence,
if any

I do not
understand

why he is so angry at
me

No error

31

Find out the errors of
preposition, in the
following sentence,
if any

He took me to
a restaurant

and ordered for
two cups

of cold coffee which the
waiter brought
in an hour

32

Find out the errors of
preposition, in the
following sentence,
if any

In spite of
being

very busy at
project work

he saves time to the relatives

33

Find out the errors of
preposition, in the
following sentence,
if any

During his
tour

to the south he visited not
only to
Chennai

but also
Karnataka

34

Find out the errors of
preposition, in the
following sentence,
if any

The principal
distributed

the sweets
between our
friends

who bade
him farewell

No error

35

Find out the errors of
article, in the
following sentence,
if any

The majority
of the

computer
professionals
recommends

that effective
measures

should be
taken against
software
piracy

36

Find out the errors of
article, in the
following sentence,
if any

Kavitha
opened a
almirah

full of books and took one
of them

for reading

37

Find out the errors of
article, in the
following sentence,
if any

She leads a luxurious life so she visits
everywhere

by a car

38

Find out the errors of
article, in the
following sentence,
if any

Most people
would have

attended the
union meeting

if they had longer notice
of it

39

Find out the errors of
article, in the
following sentence,
if any

Both the
civilians

and Armymen Joined the First world war

40 Find out a suitable had written write wrote has write
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'tense' for verb  in
the sentence given
below (root verb is
given in the bracket):
Shakespeare
_________(write) a
lot of plays.

41

Find out a suitable
'tense' for verb  in
the sentence given
below (root verb is
given in the bracket):
I __________(not
see) him for three
years. I wonder
where he is

did not see have not seen not seen do not see

42

Find out a suitable
'tense' for verb  in
the sentence given
below (root verb is
given in the bracket):
By the time you
received this letter
yesterday, Dina
_______(leave) for
Mumbai.

had left was left leave has left

43

Find out a suitable
'tense' for verb  in
the sentence given
below (root verb is
given in the bracket):
I __________(work)
for big companies
like this before. I
know how they
operate.

was working worked do work have worked

44

Find out a suitable
'tense' for verb  in
the sentence given
below (root verb is
given in the bracket):
They ________(run)
non-stop for 2
hours. I can't believe
how they can do
that.

run have been
running

running are running

45

Choose the
appropriate options
to complete the
sentence: I could
have found the place
_________ if I had a
map

more easier more easily as easily the easiest

46

Choose the
appropriate options
to complete the
sentence: The crisis
we are facing now is
____________than
any of the previous
ones

the most
serious

seriously more serious for more
seriously
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47

Choose the
appropriate options
to complete the
sentence: This bed
is not ___________
for two people to
sleep in.

wide as wide enough wider than the widest

48 Choose the
appropriate options
to complete the
sentence: I was not
________ nervous
before the interview

such / as too / than such  /  that so  /  as
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______ I usually
am.

49

Choose the
appropriate options
to complete the
sentence: There are
about _______
retired people in
Chennai as in
Bangalore

much more as many half as much as little

50

Choose the word
which is opposite in
meaning to the
given word :
INTEGRATED

inorganic isolated refreshed volatile

51

 Choose the word
which is opposite in
meaning to the
given word :
HAPHAZARD

Dangerous Indifferent Organized Accidental

52

Choose the word
which is opposite in
meaning to the
given word : 
PERTINENT

Irrational Irregular Inconsistent Irrelevant

53

Choose the word
which is opposite in
meaning to the
given word :
FRUGAL

Excessive Extravagant Rich Generous

54

Pick out the word
that is most nearly
the same in
meaning as the
word in capitals
(Synonymous) :
INQUISITIVE

mature complex brilliant curious

55

Pick out the word
that is most nearly
the same in
meaning as the
word in capitals
(Synonymous) :
INDICTMENT

accusation acquaintance judgement allegiance

56

Pick out the word
that is most nearly
the same in
meaning as the
word in capitals
(Synonymous) :
OBSOLETE

outdated slang colloquial idiomatic

57

Pick out the word
that is most nearly
the same in
meaning as the
word in capitals
(Synonymous) :
SLUGGISH

active energetic inactive suspicious

58

In these questions,
which of the choices
given below should
replace the phrase
given in bold in the
following sentence
to make the
sentence
grammatically
meaningful and
correct :   He <b>had
always have a full
measure of a
trait</b> that is a
mark of a
successful leader :
determination

did always do
a full measure
of a trait

has always did
have a full
measure of a
trait

has always
had a full
measure of a
trait

No correction
required

In these questions, had would be have been had to



59 which of the choices
given below should
replace the phrase
given in bold in the
following sentence
to make the
sentence
grammatically
meaningful and
correct :   No clinical
studies <b>are
being
completed</b> in
this child disease
research so far.

completed completed completed complete

60

In these questions,
which of the choices
given below should
replace the phrase
given in bold in the
following sentence
to make the
sentence
grammatically
meaningful and
correct :   Can you
reserve a seat to my
daughter?

with my
daughter

for my daughter of my
daughter

No correction
required

61

In these questions,
which of the choices
given below should
replace the phrase
given in bold in the
following sentence
to make the
sentence
grammatically
meaningful and
correct :   A more
developed model of
this car <b>may be
showing</b> in the
showroom soon.

had shown will be shown was shown is going to
show

62

In these questions,
which of the choices
given below should
replace the phrase
given in bold in the
following sentence
to make the
sentence
grammatically
meaningful and
correct :   The thief
finally <b>decide to
confess</b> the
crime just before the
trial started

decision to
confess

decided to
confess

decide to
confession

decided to
confession

63

In these questions,
which of the choices
given below should
replace the phrase
given in bold in the
following sentence
to make the
sentence
grammatically
meaningful and
correct :   Last
evening, the actor
<b>throw a
party</b> at his
residence

thrown a party threw a party was thrown a
party

did thrown a
party

64 The following
questions have a
statement followed

Epitome Epistle Epilogue Epitaph



by four words. Select
the word which is
closest in meaning
to the statement:
Words inscribed on
tomb

65

The following
questions have a
statement followed
by four words. Select
the word which is
closest in meaning
to the statement:
One who abstains
from taking alcohol

sober drunk teetotaller ascetic

66

The following
questions have a
statement followed
by four words. Select
the word which is
closest in meaning
to the statement:
One who is not
easily pleased by
anything

Maiden Mediaeval Precarious Fastidious

67

The following
questions have a
statement followed
by four words. Select
the word which is
closest in meaning
to the statement:
That which cannot
be read

Negligible Illegible Ineligible Incorrigible

68

The following
questions have a
statement followed
by four words. Select
the word which is
closest in meaning
to the statement:
Language which is
confused and
unintelligible

Jargon Idiom Vernacular Vocabulary

69

The following
questions have a
statement followed
by four words. Select
the word which is
closest in meaning
to the statement:
One who has no
money

Affluent Pauper Opulent Absurd

70

The following
questions have a
statement followed
by four words. Select
the word which is
closest in meaning
to the statement: A
person who talks
too much

Astute Discerning Garrulous Perceptive

71

In the following
questions, a word
has been written in
four different ways
out of which one is
correctly spelt.  Find
out the correct spelt
word: 

Accepteble Acceptable Acceptabal Acceptabale

72 In the following
questions, a word
has been written in
four different ways
out of which one is
correctly spelt.  Find

Calender Calendar Calandar Calander



out the correct spelt
word: 

73

In the following
questions, a word
has been written in
four different ways
out of which one is
correctly spelt.  Find
out the correct spelt
word: 

Excessive Exccessive Exccesive Excesive

74

In the following
questions, a word
has been written in
four different ways
out of which one is
correctly spelt.  Find
out the correct spelt
word: 

Embaras Embarras Embarress Embarrass

75

In the following
questions, a word
has been written in
four different ways
out of which one is
correctly spelt.  Find
out the correct spelt
word: 

Guarantee Guaranty Guarantty Guarantie

76

In the following
questions, a word
has been written in
four different ways
out of which one is
correctly spelt.  Find
out the correct spelt
word: 

Occassionally Occasionaly Occasionally Occassionali

77

Mark the most
appropriate
substitute for the
given description:
Sheila apologized
________________
her brother’s poor
behaviour.

For In Off At

78

Mark the most
appropriate
substitute for the
given description: It
began to
drizzle_______ I
was walking home

While When Then And

79

Mark the most
appropriate
substitute for the
given description:
His habits are very
similar ______
mine

Of To On With

80

Mark the most
appropriate
substitute for the
given description:
These dresses
were
____________ sale
last week.

In Of On Up

81

Mark the most
appropriate
substitute for the
given description:
Do you think it is a
good idea to ban
smoking ____
public places?

At In On For

82 In these questions,
which of the
phrases given in
options should

towards the
aggressors

for the
aggressors

under the
aggressors

no correction
required



replace the phrase
given in bold in the
following sentence
to make the
sentence
grammatically
meaningful and
correct: They did not
stand together firmly
<b><i>against the
aggressors</i></b>
because they
disagreed among
themselves.

83

In these questions,
which of the
phrases given in
options should
replace the phrase
given in bold in the
following sentence
to make the
sentence
grammatically
meaningful and
correct: Short-term
loans <b><i>had
also authorized</i>
</b>, but Indian
vessels were
forbidden to carry
any products to the
belligerents.

were also
authorized

is also
authorized

are also
authorized

no correction
required
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84

In these questions,
which of the
phrases given in
options should
replace the phrase
given in bold in the
following sentence
to make the
sentence
grammatically
meaningful and
correct: But in the
hectic rush of
events, both the
military and civilian
authorities <b>
<i>will fail to make
effective use of</i>
</b> the information
they had collected.

was failed in
making
effective use
of

failed to make
effective use of

fails to make
effective use
of

no correction
required

85 In these questions,
which of the
phrases given in
options should
replace the phrase
given in bold in the
following sentence
to make the
sentence
grammatically
meaningful and
correct: Enormous
social effects
stemmed from this
shift, but World War
II <b><i>was
altered by the
patterns of
European life</i>
</b> in so many
ways that it would be

will have
altered the
patterns of
European life

altered the
patterns of
European life

is yet to alter
the patterns
of
Europeanlife

no correction
required
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wrong to ascribe the
transformations to
any single source.

86

In these questions,
which of the choices
given below should
replace the phrase
given in bold in the
following sentence
to make the
sentence
grammatically
meaningful and
correct :   I am very
keen <b>to
learned</b> the
history of the town

to learn learns to have learnt No correction
required

87

In these questions,
which of the choices
given below should
replace the phrase
given in bold in the
following sentence
to make the
sentence
grammatically
meaningful and
correct :   For the last
3 weeks the shop
<b>have been
closed</b>

is being
closed

are closed has been
closed

No correction
required

88

In these questions,
which of the choices
given below should
replace the phrase
given in bold in the
following sentence
to make the
sentence
grammatically
meaningful and
correct :   If you had
spoken to the
receptionist, she
<b>would tell
you</b> where I
was.

would told you would have told
you

will tell you No correction
required

89

In these questions,
which of the choices
given below should
replace the phrase
given in bold in the
following sentence
to make the
sentence
grammatically
meaningful and
correct :   The
differences between
two photographs
<b>will remove</b>
with the help of
Photoshop.

should
remove

could have
been removed

must have
removed

had removed

90 In these questions,
which of the choices
given below should
replace the phrase
given in bold in the
following sentence
to make the
sentence
grammatically
meaningful and
correct :   Vithal had
a habit of <b>pass
the buck</b> when

pass to
bucking

pass buck passing the
buck

pass to buck



it came to important
issues at work.

91

In these questions,
which of the choices
given below should
replace the phrase
given in bold in the
following sentence
to make the
sentence
grammatically
meaningful and
correct : Puneet
<b>raked his
brains</b> and tried
to find an answer to
a tricky question

rake his brain racked his
brains

racked brains raked brain

92

In these questions,
which of the choices
given below should
replace the phrase
given in bold in the
following sentence
to make the
sentence
grammatically
meaningful and
correct :   Seeing
that there was an
ongoing sale in one
of her favourite
stores, Seeta
<b>made a beeline
for</b> it
immediately.

made a bee's
line for

make bees
lined

made be-line
to

no correction
required

93

In these questions,
which of the choices
given below should
replace the phrase
given in bold in the
following sentence
to make the
sentence
grammatically
meaningful and
correct :   Sharon
made it to work in
the <b>nicks of
times,</b> or else
she would have
missed the meeting

nick of time nicked time nick and time no correction
required

94

In these questions,
which of the choices
given below should
replace the phrase
given in bold in the
following sentence
to make the
sentence
grammatically
meaningful and
correct :   Varun was
<b>on cloud
nine</b> after
having stood first in
his class

in ninth cloud on nine clouds a cloudy nine no correction
required

95

Pick out the word
that is most nearly
the same in
meaning as the
word in capitals
(Synonymous) :
TURMOIL

danger fear chaos shock

96 Pick out the word
that is most nearly
the same in

grinding polarisation falling mixing



meaning as the
word in capitals
(Synonymous) :
PULVERISATION

97

Pick out the word
that is most nearly
the same in
meaning as the
word in capitals
(Synonymous) :
FUELLED

conflicted stimulated contained retained

98

Pick out the word
that is most nearly
the same in
meaning as the
word in capitals
(Synonymous) :
PREMIUM

superior indistinguished payable promotional

99

Choose the word
which is opposite in
meaning to the
given word :
MUNDANE

regular extraordinary severe visionary

100

Choose the word
which is opposite in
meaning to the
given word :
AFFLUENT

affected uneducated rural poor

101

Who has been
elected as President
of Board of Control
for Cricket in India
(BCCI) in the year
2015?

Anurag
Thakur

Shashank
Manohar

Rajiv Shukla R Srinivasan

102

At which place
DRDO has set up
the world’s highest
Terrestrial Research
Centre?

Leh Srinagar Ladakh Anantnag

103

Who has won the
Nobel Prize in
Economics 2015 for
his analysis of
consumption,
poverty, and
welfare?

Lars Peter
Hansen

Alvin Roth Angus
Stewart
Deaton

Jean Tirole

104

Who has won 2015
Russian Grand Prix
title of Formula
One?

Lewis
Hamilton

Valtteri Bottas Nico Rosberg Sebastian
Vettel

105

Who has been
elected as the
President of Fiji?

Kalif Gapila
Manrote

Jioji Konousi
Konrote

Ratu Epeli
Ganilau

Balu Rasau
Suhag

     

106

Recently union
cabinet has decided
to launch the
National Minimum
Wage Act which will
be mandatory to be
implemented by all
state governments.
The current
minimum wage
base is

Rs.160 Rs.180 Rs.220 Rs.300

107

Where was the
Annual meeting of
the World Bank
Group and the
International
Monetary Fund held
from 9th October to
11th October 2015?

Washington,
USA

Geneva,
Switzerland

Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil

Lima, Peru

108 Who has been
appointed as the

Anupam
Singhal

Rajeev Libas Naishadh
Parikh

Binoy Job



Chairman of
Confederation Of
Indian Textile
Industries(CITI)
recently?

109

When is
International Day of
the Girl Child
observed?

November 24 August 12 October 11 September 13

110

Name the campaign
started by union
government in a bid
to create awareness
and capacity
building on Safe and
Hygienic food for all
in July 2015

Khadya
Surakshit
Abhiyan

Surakshit
Khanijaya
Abhiyan

Surakshit
Khadya
Abhiyan

Surakshit
Khad Abhiyan

111

Who has been
awarded with the 5th
Hridaynath
Mangeshkar Award?

Anupam Kher Javed Akhtar AR Rahman Amitabh
Bachchan

112

Who is going to host
the 2016 World Cup
and the 2019
Presidents Cup golf
tournaments?

South Africa Bangladesh Australia South Korea

113

Which state has
maximum solar
potential capacity in
India?

Gujarat Madhya
Pradesh

Rajasthan Odisha

114

In which year, India
will chair the
prestigious G20
forum?

2016 2017 2018 2019

115

The birth
anniversary of which
former president
was celebrated on
15th October 2015?

APJ Abdul
Kalam

Pratibha Patil KR
Narayanan

R.
Venkataraman

116

Which former
Google adviser was
appointed on 14th
October 2015 as the
Executive Chairman
of Twitter?

Jack Dorsey John Doerr Basil
Horangic

Omid
Kordestani

117

Which of the
following Nobel
prize/s is/are
awarded in Norway?

Medicine Peace Economics Literature

118

Which of the
following stock
exchange has
become world's
fastest stock
exchange?

NSE Shanghai Stock
Exchange

NASDAQ BSE

119

Government is all
set to launch the
‘blue revolution’ on
the lines of the
‘white revolution’
which played a big
role in increasing
milk production in
the country. Blue
revolution is related
to -

Indigo Blue berry Fish
production

Mulberry

120

Who is the India’s
new permanent
representative at the
United Nations?

Gautam
Bambawale

Navtej Sarna Syed
Akbaruddin

Amarendra
Khatua

121 Which district has
been honoured for
its innovative project
of solid waste
management with

Tiruchirappalli Guntur Gurgaon Madurai



the effective use of
monitoring
technology, radio
frequency
identification system
(RFID)?

122

Which state
government has
decided to allot
2,720 acres of land
To DRDO for
DRDO’s missile
testing project.

Andhra
Pradesh

Tamil Nadu Maharashtra Karnataka

123

When is
International Day of
Non-Violence
observed?

October 1 September 28 September 3 October 2

124

Which actor has
been selected for
lifetime achievement
award to be given at
the 6th Jagran Film
Festival in Mumbai?

Shashi
Kapoor

Amitabh
Bachchan

Yash Chopra Rishi Kapoor

125

When is World Heart
day observed every
year across the
globe?

September 28 September 29 September
20

August 28

126

Look at this series:
7, 10, 8, 11, 9, 12, ...
What number
should come next?

7 10 12 13

127

Fill the blank in the
middle of the
series:-  ELFA,
GLHA, ILJA, _____,
MLNA

OLPA KLMA LLMA KLLA

128

Which word does
NOT belong with the
others?

guitar flute violin cello

     

129

Choose  the word
that is a necessary
part of the following
word:- harvest

autumn stockpile tractor crop

130

Arrange the words
given below in a
meaningful
sequence:-  1.
Word;  2.
Paragraph;  3.
Sentence;  4.
Letters;  5. Phrase. 

4, 1, 5, 2, 3 4, 1, 3, 5, 2 4, 2, 5, 1, 3 4, 1, 5, 3, 2

131

Deepak said to
Nitin, "That boy
playing with the
football is the
younger of the two
brothers of the
daughter of my
father's wife." How is
the boy playing
football related to
Deepak?

Son Brother Cousin Brother-in-law

132

Choose the correct
alternative that will
continue the same
pattern and replace
the question mark in
the given series:- 
589654237,
89654237,
8965423, 965423, ?

58965 65423 89654 96542

133 In each of the
following questions
find out the

Australia America Russia England



alternative which will
replace the question
mark:-   Peacock   :  
India                 
::          Bear   :   ?

134 A car always has Driver Wheels Bonnet Bumper

135

Find the missing
item :- 9450, 2100,
600 , 240, 160,  ?

80 320 40 360

136

Pick the odd one :-
850, 843, 829, 808,
788, 745, 703

843 829 808 788

137

Which one of the
following number is
completely divisible
by 99

3572404 135792 913464 114345

138

The least number of
five digits which is
exactly divisible by
12, 15 and 18

10010 10015 10020 10080

139

Find the greatest
number of 4 digits
which when divided
by 2,3,4,5,6 and 7
should leave
remainder 1 in each
case

9661 9437 1020 None of the
above

140

In an examination a
student scores 4
marks for every
correct answer and
1 mark is reduced
for every wrong
answer. If he
attempts all 75
questions and
secures 125 marks.
Find the number of
questions he
attempted correctly

35 40 42 46

141

Find the least
number which must
be added to 2399
that it becomes a
perfect square.

3 4 1 2

142

In a library, 20% of
the books are in
Hindi, 50% of the
remaining are in
English and 30% of
the remaining are In
French. The
remaining 6300
books are in
regional language.
What is the total
number of books in
the library?

22000 22500 25000 26000

143

The average age of
students of a class
is 15.8 years. The
average age of boys
in the class is 16.4
years and that of the
girls is 15.4 years.
The ratio of the no.
of boys to the no. of
girls in the class is

   1  :  2   2  :  3   3  :  4   5  :  5

144 Raman, Krishnan
and Govindan divide
Rs.2,800 amongst
themselves in the
ratio of 5 : 6 : 3
respectiely. If an
amount of Rs.200 is

  6 : 7 : 4   8 : 9 : 6   7 : 8 : 5   4 : 5 : 2



added to each of
their shares, what
will be the new ratio
of their shares of the
amount?

145

A man is 24 years
older than his son. 
In two years, his age
will be twice the age
of his son. Find the
present age of the
son.

14 years 18 years 20 years 22 years

146

Ramu and Gopi are
partners in a
business. Ramu
invests Rs.5000 for
5 months and Gopi
investgs Rs.6,000
for 6 months. If the
total profit is Rs.610,
the what is Gopi's
share of profit?

Rs.250 Rs.360 Rs.520 Rs.630

147

A train covers a
distance in 50
minutes if its runs at
a speed of 48 km
per hour on an
average.  What will
be speed at which
the train must run to
reduce the time of
journey to 40
minutes?

50 km/hour 55 km/hour 60 km/hour 70 km/hour

148

In a row of forty
children, R is
eleventh from the
right end and there
are fifteen children
between R and M.
What is M's position
from the left end of
the row

Fourteenth Thirteenth Fifteenth None of the
above

149

How many
meaningful English
words can be
formed with the
letters LBAE using
each letter only once
in each word?

One Two Three More than
three

150

In a certain code
BUILDER  is written
as JVCKSFE. How
is SEALING written
in that code?

BTFKHOJ JOHKBFT TFBKHOJ BFTKJOH

 


